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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Will it be a RED OCTOBER? 4 
FDA and HHS require everyone to disclose ingredients on 5 
everything you eat or drink but not what they want to inject into 6 
your body! Why? —> New evidence that there are suspicious stuffs 7 
floating around in the vaccines. And we can't know where they 8 
want to manufacture the vaccines! Why? Why were the production 9 
facilities redacted from the FDA approval letter for COMIRNATY? 10 
The BEST way to approach a religious exemption from vaccination 11 
coercion: We will be acting as a church body on this question on 12 
October 10, 2021, and providing a letter of conscientious objection 13 
against forced vaccinations. 14 
Or, you could become an Apostle for unelected NY Governor 15 
Kathy Hochul (Hokum, I mean, Hocal—uh, Hochul-Hokum — 16 
not familiar with the word hokum? Means NONSENSE! Experts 17 
say the word hokum is a portmanteau (blending the sounds and 18 
meanings of two or more words) so a portmanteau of hocus-pokus 19 
and bunkum—HOKUM refers to nonsense, or to "trite and 20 
mawkish content in a creative work"1 according to the Free 21 
Dictionary by Farlex. Hehe). Uh huh! Went to church, oh yeah, 22 
preached the "gospel of vaccines," more on that. 23 
The WAR is on! Parents are standing up for their children and 24 
demanding the schools recognize the priority of their rights over 25 
the rights of the government, the statist educational establishment 26 
                                     
1 https://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/hokum 
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in America. So what do the government educators do? They define 27 
these parents as terrorists and call on Biden to use Domestic 28 
Terrorism laws to target these concerned parents.2 29 
If you continue this irrational submission to medical mandates — 30 
which are NOT LAW — you will find all your human rights 31 
trampled into the dirt. I told you, resist NOW, while you still have 32 
some rights left—if you continue to wait till it all blows over, you 33 
are going to get blown over and plowed under. 34 
It's a time for choosing —  35 
It's time for your brain massage. 36 
[TRUTH] 37 
COVID death toll nears 700k. And that's after they turned down 38 
the cycling on the PCR test and quit counting motorcycle accidents 39 
as COVID deaths. You know what I mean—they quit requiring 40 
doctors to count anyone who dies with Covid as having died of 41 
COVID. 700k. But they did count the 48k Medicaid and Medicare 42 
patients that died within 14 days of receiving their COVID shot — 43 
yeah! 48k+ Medicaid and Medicare patients died within 14 days of 44 
receiving their COVID vaccination3 but they are NOT counted in 45 
the total of vaccination adverse events because the CDC/FDA in 46 
complicity with the HHS contrived to manipulate the definition of 47 
vaccinated to 14 days after your second dose. So, they were not 48 
considered vaccination related deaths because, well, they weren't 49 
vaccinated, you see! And the point is, you cannot believe anything 50 
these people tell you. But, they are telling us the death toll of 51 
COVID is reaching 700k in America. Okay! 52 

                                     
2 https://presscorp.org/news/leftist-school-boards-association-begs-biden-to-use-domestic-terrorism-laws-to-target-concerned-
parents 
3 https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/nearly-50k-medicare-patients-died-soon-after-getting-covid-shot-whistleblower/ SEE ALSO: 
https://www.ar15.com/forums/General/Nearly-50k-Medicare-Patients-Died-Soon-After-Receiving-COVID-19-Injections-
Whistleblower/199-2492088/ 
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Anyone else notice that the more people get vaccinated the more 53 
people get sick with COVID? Everyone, except the CCP bought 54 
and paid for fact checkers and MSM, knows that Israel is the most 55 
vaccinated country in the world and is experiencing the highest 56 
COVID case and death rate in the world. 57 
Didn't Fauci lately admit natural immunity is more robust and 58 
enduring than anything his vaccine can provide?4  59 
Odd. Fauci is a "scientist," right? He did not already know that? Oh, 60 
maybe it's another of those situations like masks — you know — 61 
where before COVID he advised against using masks to protect 62 
yourself, or others, from something so small as a virion (COVID 63 
virus particles are 125 nanometers) using something like one of 64 
those masks (manufactured by China) that you buy at your local 65 
pharmacy, or buy online, because the small virus particles pass 66 
through those masks easily—because they are only 85% effective 67 
against anything larger than 230 nanometers, and considered only 68 
actually useful to block airborne particles that are 300 nanometers 69 
or larger — so, you know, if you do the math, you see that the little 70 
invisible virus particles are almost three times SMALLER than the 71 
holes in your surgical, or medical masks — and let's not even start 72 
talking about the homemade cloth masks — 73 
So, here is the message folks — Fauci and the CDC and the FDA 74 
and all the government establishment doctors KNOW FOR A 75 
FACT that the masks DO NOT PROTECT YOU FROM A COVID 76 
PARTICLE — they know that every box of masks you buy has a 77 
disclaimer that tells you that, yeah! READ IT! 78 
But they keep telling you to wear the mask, so, maybe you should 79 
ask what is going on here? 80 

                                     
4 https://www.publishedreporter.com/2021/09/13/after-study-fauci-admits-natural-immunity-could-yield-stronger-protection-
against-covid-19-then-vaccines-for-those-already-infected/ 
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But, back to the point! Oh, wait, that is the point! THEY ARE 81 
LIARS! You cannot trust them.  82 
If you really are worried to death you are going to get COVID and 83 
die, the FIRST thing you need to do to protect yourself and your 84 
family is STOP LISTENING TO PHONY FAUCI, or to anyone 85 
connected to him. 86 
HE LIED ABOUT THE ORIGINS OF THIS VIRUS, HE LIED 87 
ABOUT HIS PARTICIPATION IN GAIN OF FUNCTION 88 
RESEARCH, HE LIED TO CONGRESS AND TO THE 89 
AMERICAN PEOPLE — and you think he is telling you the truth 90 
about these vaccines? 91 
He lied about HCQ, the CDC and the FDA made policies that were 92 
based on what is now called "The Lancet study" that supposedly 93 
proved, scientifically, that HCQ was dangerous to use as early 94 
treatment for COVID THREE MONTHS AFTER THAT STUDY 95 
WAS PROVED TO BE BOGUS, FAKE, FRAUD, PHONY, A 96 
SHAM, A HOAX, QUAKERY, HOKUM, A CON, A SCAM — 97 
proved, proved, proved — the evidence was so damning Lancet 98 
PULLED THE STUDY from their site. 99 
Lancet RETRACTED the study, they said, "several concerns were 100 
raised with respect to the veracity of the data and analyses 101 
conducted by Surgisphere Corporation and its founder and our co-102 
author, Sapan Desai, in our publication."5 They were BLOCKED 103 
from reviewing the study, so they withdrew. Get this, "The study 104 
was allegedly based on data analysis of 96,032 patients hospitalized 105 
with COVID-19 between Dec. 20, 2019 and April 14, 2020 from 106 
671 hospitals worldwide. THE DATABASE, ACCORDING TO 107 
THE GUARDIAN COULD NOT BE VERIFIED. IT WAS FALSE." 108 

                                     
5 https://lostworldoutpost.com/the-corruption-of-science-the-hydroxychloroquine-lancet-study-scandal-who-was-behind-it-anthony-
faucis-intent-to-block-hcq-on-behalf-of-big-pharma/ 
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The author of the article reporting this "study" in the LANCET 109 
said, "I am truly sorry." He admitted, "I did not do enough to 110 
ensure that the data source was appropriate for this use. For that, 111 
and for all the disruptions—both directly and indirectly—I am 112 
truly sorry." [IBID]. 113 
But CNN used this study to warn everyone against using HCQ — 114 
they reported that seriously ill Covid-19 patients who were treated 115 
with hydroxychloroquine of chloroquine were MORE LIKELY TO 116 
DIE OR DEVELOP DANGEROUS IRRGULAR HEART 117 
RHYTHYMS …" and then referred to this study published in the 118 
Lancet.  119 
After it was RETRACTED, and Lancet retreated in shame, I mean 120 
tail tucked embarrassment and humiliation at being CAUGHT in 121 
such an outrageous act of medical FRAUD — did CNN retract 122 
their statement, or even report on the exposure of this fraud? 123 
Nope! 124 
Fauci was visibly upset that HCQ therapeutic got public notice and 125 
began right away denouncing it as having "not been studied in 126 
relation to the coronavirus. He insisted, there was "no proven 127 
drug," to treat COVID except the vaccine — he went on and on 128 
about "not enough known" and referred to statements coming 129 
from many doctors that HCQ was proving to be an effective 130 
treatment against COVID if used early as nonsensical and false. 131 
After the Lancet published the Surgisphere study, Fauci smiled 132 
when he reported that "studies show" HCQ is ineffective as a 133 
treatment for COVID. He was referring to the then recent 134 
published study in the Lancet.6 Fauci is a LIAR! 135 

                                     
6 SEE ALSO: https://www.palmerfoundation.com.au/the-corruption-of-science-the-hydroxychloroquine-lancet-study-scandal-who-
was-behind-it-anthony-faucis-intent-to-block-hcq-on-behalf-of-big-pharma/ AND: https://www.hoover.org/research/lancets-covid-
fiasco 
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He said right out loud in front of GOD and everybody that no 136 
studies had been done supporting the efficacy of 137 
Hydroxychloroquine against the coronavirus. HE LIED! 138 
Chloroquine had been studied as a drug to use against coronavirus 139 
infection — and that's why he freaked out when HCQ was 140 
mentioned to the public — by our President. The real one! Trump! 141 
It freaked Fauci and his fellow conspirators — so they scrambled to 142 
repudiate the claim as quickly as possible. But, here is the article, 143 
from August 22, 2005 — note, 2005. In a publication called 144 
Virology Journal — the title: Chlorquine is a potent inhibitor of 145 
SARS coronavirus infection and spread. Upon this science, the 146 
drug, HCQ was ENDORSED BY THE CDC 15 years ago for 147 
treatment of SARS-1 Coronavirus.  148 
And yet, the LEFT continue to bow to Fauci, like he is some sort of 149 
patron saint of their health. They look at him and kneel! They cry, 150 
"The CLAW" — like the three eyed squeeze toy aliens, called the 151 
little green men (This is too good! They are GREEN, they have 152 
really little minds, and they worship the CLAW — I'm talking 153 
about the toys in the Toy Story movie — come on man! —  154 
Like those little green men the brain washed know who is in charge 155 
here? It's FAUCI — he CHOOSES our REMEDY — follow him 156 
and he will take us to a better place — THE CLAW, THE CLAW 157 
— hahaha. Woody says, THIS IS LUDICROUS. Right on! Woody! 158 
The CLAW MOVES —  159 
And then we have Hochul's Hokum — the unelected governor of 160 
NY who went to church — but, I've come up to my time. I'll have 161 
to pick it up after the break — 162 
THE CLAW, THE CLAW — and the FATE AWAITING —   163 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 164 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 165 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 166 
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 167 
liberty. 168 
Fauci is a liar! The number one thing you need to do, really, if you 169 
are really afraid that you are going to get COVID, and I'm not 170 
critical of anyone being concerned about any disease running 171 
around, I take loads of C and appropriate amounts of D to let the 172 
ZINC do it's thing, and magnesium and some selenium, and a 173 
bunch of other supplements—and watch what I eat, except when 174 
someone puts Cold Stone ice cream cake in front of me — you 175 
know — haha — Thanks Steve! 176 
I totally believe in natural immunity. I totally believe in science. I 177 
totally DON'T BELIEVE in Fauci, or the CDC, or the FDA — what 178 
these people have done to these once worthy of esteem institutions 179 
is criminal in itself. 180 
Anyway, I left off with an effort to say to those who are Fauci 181 
bootlicking brown-noser, government worshipping lackey 182 
doormat stooges — awe, Come on man! Take a bit of reproof — 183 
you know you deserve it! Bowing to CCP puppets is disgraceful — 184 
it's time to stand up to this nonsense. We need to say, THIS IS 185 
LUDICROUS! With the exception that there is NOTHING 186 
amusing about any of this.  187 
Okay — so we left off with the image in our minds of the little 188 
green men, the squeezy toys in Toy Story who worshipped THE 189 
CLAW — and I was talking about how like the left these little green 190 
aliens are — all wearing their masks and lining up for their jabs, 191 
how many of these are you going to take before you figure it out 192 
that THEIR VACCINE DOES NOT WORK — how long will you 193 
go on wearing these stupid masks before you finally have had 194 
enough, decide to TAKE A LITTLE TIME AND DO SOME 195 
RESEARCH — and how about someone just ask the simple 196 
question — WHERE IS THE SCIENCE supporting all this 197 
HOKUM. 198 
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The CLAW — isn't going to save you, it's going to feed you to SID 199 
— sadistic SID — the TYRANNICAL CCP is using the CLAW to 200 
carry you away into slavery — 201 
And so Fauci is the god (that's little g, by the way) of medical 202 
quackery — and Hochul is his priest, or priestess — or body with a 203 
— what do I do with this? The LANCET is gone, it's gone as a 204 
serious medical journal. Trying to be all "woke" and avoid using 205 
gender specific terms like male and female, in a recent article, 206 
Lancet referred to a woman as a body with a — you know, I can 207 
quote this statement as it is found in the Lancet article but I'm 208 
really ready to go into protest mode here — so, in order to present 209 
this information to you, on my show, I'll need to say, in order to 210 
avoid using the simple, respectful, tasteful designations of male and 211 
female, or man and woman, the Lancet decided to refer to women 212 
as "bodies with –" you know — the lady part that corresponds to 213 
the male part involved in making babies —  214 
Good night! The crudification (is that a word? Well, it is now!) the 215 
crudification of our culture just marches on. The distasteful and 216 
insulting objectification and reductionism of men and women 217 
created in the image and likeness of their CREATOR to 218 
subordinating their entire identity to their sex organ is offensive 219 
and should outrage all of us.  220 
And for the boorish, brute like, who have the moral sensitivity of 221 
dogs, and hogs, and snicker at my delicacy, who reduce everything 222 
into sexual terms, practically reducing the English language to 223 
ONE WORD, and you know the word I mean, sullying the glory of 224 
man and the undefiled marriage bed—the sublime union of the 225 
male and female as one — creating a unique bond that transcends 226 
all other unions and forming something so fundamental to the 227 
sound structure of society as the FAMILY — yeah, I have a thumb 228 
but there is more that differentiates man from dogs than the 229 
opposable thumb and there is more that differentiates male and 230 
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female than their respective and today utterly disrespected 231 
reproductive organs — but I must congratulate Lancet for this at 232 
least — they have rediscovered the simple test we have used 233 
traditionally to identify male and female among some animals 234 
where it is difficult upon a superficial examination to discern — 235 
only now we must add with which were you BORN — because 236 
medical science today does to bodies what it does to truth 237 
generally, butchers it, and make it conform to some bodies fantasy 238 
— reality has been abandoned for fantasy.  239 
But I keep rant-swerving and need to power out of this turn back 240 
into the straightaway — Fauci is the patron saint of fake medicine 241 
and Hochul (pronounced HoCAL, like LOCAL) the fake governor 242 
of New York — unelected is not what I mean — fake is what I 243 
mean! She is a fake!  244 
She went to the Christian Cultural Center in Brooklyn — a 245 
Christian based Religious Corporation that has a registered 246 
membership of 37k. She called on the congregation to become her 247 
apostles to spread the message that the vaccines are from GOD and 248 
that it is GOD's will for everyone to get vaxxed.  Happily, she did 249 
not say she received this in a vision from GOD, she did not cite any 250 
Scripture for this revelation — she got if from Fauci! Haha! 251 
She is Fauci's evangelist and she is calling on all true believers to 252 
become apostles of the government's message — you talk about 253 
mixing church and state — the church in CHINA is compelled by 254 
the CCP to preach the Communist government message — she 255 
said, in this "church" that anyone refusing to get vaccinated is not 256 
listening to GOD — it's all, like, to break faith with me is to break 257 
faith with — HIM! Hochul said she knows it is GOD's WILL for 258 
everyone to take the jab! 259 
That's got to be the weirdest thing I've ever seen — and when she 260 
wanted to emphasize a point she formed her hand into what 261 
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looked like a raptor claw — no, really, I kid you not. I'll post the pix 262 
on my site. It's weird. 263 
She is the CLAW — and her CLAW is coming for you! 264 
All right, enough! I've had enough of this nonsense. You must 265 
STAND, WRESTLE, and RESIST!  266 
The WAR is on! Parents are standing up for their children and 267 
demanding the schools recognize the priority of their rights over 268 
the rights of the government, the statist educational establishment 269 
in America. So what do the government educators do? They define 270 
these parents as terrorists and call on Biden to use Domestic 271 
Terrorism laws to target these concerned parents.7 272 
A pastor and a veteran that spoke up for parent's rights before a 273 
school board were arrested and spent the night in jail.8 274 
I kid you not! It's crazy! We have given these wicked perverse 275 
people power and now we are regretting it big time. We did not 276 
want to bother with school board positions, we said, ah, let the 277 
world have the government, we don't care, we said, well, the devil 278 
owns the world anyway, so — and we thought voting unbelievers 279 
into positions of power over us was no big deal, we have the 280 
Constitution — well friend, you are figuring out that the 281 
Constitution is nothing but a piece of paper if NO ONE IS 282 
WILLING TO DEFEND IT FROM ENEMIES FOREIGN AND 283 
DOMESTIC. Why — you think the founders wrote the 284 
Constitution and that fixed everything? 285 
They knew better. John Jay, our first Supreme Court chief Justice 286 
expressed concern that the American people, even in his day, did 287 
not seem to understand the importance that Christians choose 288 
genuine Christian people to govern them. 289 

                                     
7 https://presscorp.org/news/leftist-school-boards-association-begs-biden-to-use-domestic-terrorism-laws-to-target-concerned-
parents 
8 https://rumble.com/vn103t-rumble-infowars.html 
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Our founders understood that if you put people in power who 290 
deny the foundation truth supporting our liberties, THAT THEY 291 
ARE ENDOWED TO EVERY MANY BY OUR CREATOR and 292 
not granted by men — then you will not long keep your liberties. 293 
Where the SPIRIT of the LORD is there is liberty — where the 294 
spirit of antichrist reigns in hearts, THERE IS TYRANNY. 295 
Get my book, GOD's WAR, Why Christians Should Rule the 296 
World — maybe I should have said why GENUINE 297 
CHRISTIANITY should be the prevailing paradigm in every 298 
government — but, anyway — I decided to express what the 299 
founders said so often — Patrick Henry, for example, who declared 300 
this nation was built upon the GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST — not 301 
Hochul's hokum about VACCINE MANDATES being DIVINE. 302 
God did not ENDOW government with sovereignty over our 303 
bodies — but He did endow mankind with CERTAIN 304 
INALIENABLE RIGHTS — and while I certainly TRUST GOD 305 
absolutely, I certainly do NOT trust these yahoos running 306 
government right now—they can't even withdraw from 307 
Afghanistan without botching it. I'm supposed to trust them with 308 
my health decisions. I have to go, but look into this whole vaccine 309 
thing and study it out; I have and I want nothing to do with it. 310 
But GOD has made it simple! He has so totally exposed the people 311 
pushing this vaccine are a pack of liars—that we know! And that 312 
should be all you need to know. 313 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 314 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 315 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 316 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 317 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 318 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 319 
lights off? 320 
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Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 321 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 322 
email. 323 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 324 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 325 


